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Re- and up-skilling as a response …
Up-skilling:

• Employees’ skills to stay relevant
• Social partners responsibility with
government support
• Greater investments from industry
needed with relevant public incentives

Executive survey: How to close the skills gap …

Re-skilling:

• Unemployed or employees threatened
by redundancy to get new skills to find
new job (new sector, new location etc.)
• Government responsibility with social
partners involvement
• More efficient and impactful public
funding programmes needed
• Move away from fragmentation and
‘watering can’ funding and provide
greater support to individuals

Source: McKinsey 2017
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Supply versus demand: current situation
SUPPLY

DEMAND



Universities and VET remain the key actors with only
minor (if any) involvement from industry



Increasing interest in further training among employees
and citizens to acquire skills for good jobs



Universities remain primarily active in Bachelor and
Master education with marginal role in training



Demand is underserved (adult participation rate in
company provided training only 11% in 2018)



VET is still not well developed in several Member
States



New funding models are needed (widespread
reluctancy to pay for employees’ training among SMEs)



Programmes and funding still mostly supply-driven;
little co-creation with industry, lack of motivation and
entrepreneurial spirit to create new business models



Obsolete assumptions (responsibility for further
education and training does not reside with the
individual)



Limited industry training investment (e.g. only 23%
provide digital training in 2018)



Multiple dispersed and fragmented ‘incentives’ for
businesses and individuals (some are not attractive)



Hardly any (financial) incentives for programme cocreation, delivery and large scale adoption



Women interest in computer science (16%) and STEM
disciplines remains limited: untapped potential



Funding of projects: mostly one-shot advocacy and/or
low scale proposals; limited visibility of result, of scaling
ambition as well as sustainability plans



Diverse groups, incl. drop-outs from formal education:
underserved groups: untapped potential
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Recommendations
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Recommendations
HOW
Scalable multi-phase
funding programmes





Dynamic two-stage funding model
Differentiated life-cycle funding

Upfront use of measureable KPIs
Clear roll-out and business plan
University role in re-/upskilling
under new business model

FUNDING
Massive investments, more efficient
and better ways of funding








EU investment exploited and leveraged at
national and regional level
Funding with new and greater focus on roll-out
and growth phase funding
One-stop-shop funding at all levels
Strengthen “voucher” and “excellence” schemes
Develop and pilot innovative (co)financial
instruments: e.g. European loan system‚ Income
Sharing Agreement as part of an ILA (creating
demand for innovative training solutions)
Greater focus on underserved and untapped
markets
Encourage disruptive schemes to become
mainstream
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Funding life cycle model
Purpose: find the mechanisms to scaling up best practices and supporting best
practices through the initiative life cycle
Question marks

Advocacy

Stars

Mainstream
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Funding initiatives life cycle phases

Moving through the initiative life cycle, an initiative goes through at
least four phases and needs different (and complementary) sources
of funding at EU and national/regional/city level.
Question marks

Stars
Grow and
prosper

Explore and
demonstrate

Live and
integrate

Rise and shine
(or die)
Advocacy

Rise and
shine

Mainstream
Cash cows
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Good practice cases in the matrix

Katapult
- Co-ordinated effort to drive VET across industries
Type
Innovation

Target groups
Cost / learner

Funding
Impact

Lessons learned

Scale-up level and
ambition
Sustainability

Co-ordinated effort to drive VET across industries
Government, education and training institutions and private
corporations investing in conversion of the workforce through
Centres of Expertise
Apprentices and students in VET and Higher Education
8.000 € / 9 – 12 months training

Government investment: > 200 Euro million € plus > 200 Euro million
€ from businesses and regional governments
150 partnerships (so-called Centres of Expertise) between education
and business with 50,000 students, 4,500 companies and 4,000
teachers participating; constantly growing .
• It needs a policy environment that allows for innovation,
experimentation and collaboration, not merely on paper, but also in
real world scenarios.
• Make smart use of regional approaches to jointly develop
innovation in education and support the labour market.
• Ensure measures to embed innovations in education
Ambition is to further tighten network of Centres of Expertise in the
Netherlands and train 250,000 individuals over the next five years.
Secured funding for the future through existing funding partners,
depending on success of the PPP
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Make IT Work
- Change career to IT
Type

Career changers

Innovation

Co-design with industry; cost sharing

Target groups

Employees facing unemployment, wanting career in IT

Cost / learner

7,000 € / 5 months

Funding

2 years by government; today self-sustainable

Impact

91% completion rate; 97% continue to work in IT ; 400 graduates; 1/3
women. 105 companies participate

Lessons learned

Initial funding helped to quick start, now running self funded.

Scale-up level and
ambition

Straightforward and successful scaling up with offerings in several
Dutch universities.
Ambition is to train 5,000 individuals over the next five years.
The model is easy to replicate at any university with some
entrepreneurial ambition.

Sustainability

Sustainable and expanding business model with funding from
industry and trainees
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Blueprint for Sectoral Cooperation on Skills
Stepwise Approach:
Partnerships develop
comprehensive sectoral
skills strategies. These
set out concrete actions
and priorities to address
skills gaps, including
transversal skills such as
digital skills

Blueprint stakeholders
develop transnational
vocational education
and training in their
sectors. They design
industry-led, long-term
action plans for their
rollout.

Blueprint partnerships
gather and analyse
evidence of skills
shortages and trends in
their sectors

Skills strategies guide
the adaptation of the
workforce and drive
innovation and growth.
New or updated VET is
implemented at
national or regional
levels.

• Sector selection, evidence and
analysis, sector studies (small scale
funding if any)
• European Sector Alliances:
business-education-research
partnerships; sectoral skills
strategies and solutions (dedicated
Erasmus+ call, 4 M € at 80% level
for 4 years pilot max.)

• Roll out at national and regional
level (significant funding for
training etc. via ESF and others )
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Funding opportunities for individuals
European Income Sharing Agreement?
•

Description:
• Individual loans for adult professional learning in short duration hightech skills and/or re-/up-skilling programmes
• Existing offers:
• Traditional student bank loans: only very local offers, not online
• Specific online bank loans with deferred payment: US, expensive
• Emerging offers:
• Training financed through a share of future income of the student
spread over several years (Income Sharing Agreements): US
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New European Funding Opportunities for Individuals
•

•

•

Need:
• European financing schemes for professional career change or
progression of individuals which at the same time
• Facilitate scaling of innovative professional training solutions
European solution should:
• Be all-European, online and addressed to all
• Operate under a clear legal framework throughout Europe
• Incentivise European financial service providers
InvestEU [next 'EFSI'] targets Education & (digital) Skills
• EU guarantee as incentive for broad social investment
• By financial intermediaries taking risk for loans/capital to:
 Learners & companies (demand)
 E&T providers, universities (supply)
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„European Education and Training Council“

SUPPLY
• Complementary,
mutually compatible
funding programmes
• Good interfaces to fund
different phases
• Co-creation & delivery
• New business models
• Turn disruptive models
into mainstream
• One-stop-shop

DEMAND
MARKET

• Industry & learnerdriven
• Supply of attractive
top -level and worldclass training
portfolio
• High re-/up-skilling
demand

• Loans and Income
Sharing Agreement in
addition to Individual
Learning Accounts
• Strengthening of SME
and learner voucher
• Greater focus of
excellence schemes

UNDERSERVED AND UNTAPPED MARKETS
• Women, diverse target groups, individuals struggling with formal education system
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High-Tech Skills for Europe

THANK YOU
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